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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Secret Rendezvous by Calista Fox Conservative McCarthy Portman is the maven
behind the successful Manhattan dating service, Rendezvous. Shes seen enough
happily-ever-afters to long for one of her own, but when her renowned matchmaking
software pairs her with the wild and wicked nightclub owner Josh Kensington,
everything shes always believed about love is turned upside down.**** Enchanted
Spell by Rachel Carrington Witches and wizards dont mix. Every magical being
knows that. Yet, when a little mischievous magic thrusts Ella and Kevlin together,
they do so much more than mix—they combust. But not everyone in Wizard Country
is excited about Ellas appearance, especially once it becomes apparent her presence
could very well kill a masterful wizard.**** Exes and Ahhhs by Kate St. James
Former lovers Risa Haber and Eric Lange are partners in a catering business, but
Eric cant seem to remain a silent partner. Risa offers one night of carnal delights if
hell sell her his share then disappear forever. Eric figures he has to play along—or
does he? **** The Spys Surrender by Juliet Burns The famous courtesan Eva Werner
is the perfect double agent, Englands secret weapon against Napoleon. Her orders
are to attend a sadistic marquis depraved house party and rescue a British spy being
held prisoner. As the weekend orgy begins, shes forced to make the spy her love
slave for the marquis pleasure. But who is slave and who is master?
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